ONE (1) DOUBLE SIDED, INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED Pylon Sign - Front & Side Views

dimensional drawing with various dimensions and notes:

- Aluminum sign cabinet & retainers painted "brushed aluminum".
- Center I.D. panel to be routed alum. Painted "brushed aluminum" backed by white plex.
- Tenant panels to be flat white lexan w/ first surface trans. Vinyl graphics.
- Internally illuminated w/ white L.E.D.
- 3" reveal painted satin black.
- Sign mounted on two (2) stl. support pipes in concrete foundation (TBD).
- Brick & block base w/ 3" limestone cap.
- Brick & block to match Marland's sign as close as possible.
TWO (2) DOUBLE SIDED, INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED PYLON SIGN • FRONT & SIDE VIEWS

- ALUMINUM SIGN CABINET & RETAINERS PAINTED "BRUSHED ALUMINUM"
- FACES TO BE FLAT WHITE LEXAN w/ FIRST SURFACE TRANS. VINYL GRAPHS
- INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED w/ WHITE L.E.D.
- 3" REVEAL PAINTED SATIN BLACK
- SIGN MOUNTED ON TWO (2) STL SUPPORT PIPES IN CONCRETE FOUNDATION (TBD)
- BRICK & BLOCK BASE w/ 3" LIMESTONE CAP
- BRICK & BLOCK TO MATCH MARIANO'S SIGN AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE.

100 SQ. FT. MAX
ONE(1) DOUBLE SIDED, INTRERNALLY ILLUMINATED PYLON SIGN • FRONT & SIDE VIEWS

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'

- ALUMINUM SIGN CABINET & RETAINERS PAINTED “BRUSHED ALUMINUM”
- Aces TO BE FLAT WHITE LEXAN w/ FIRST SURFACE TRANS. VINYL GRAPHICS
- INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED w/ WHITE L.E.D.
- 3" REVEAL PAINTED SATIN BLACK
- SIGN MOUNTED ON TWO (2) STL. SUPPORT PIPES IN CONCRETE FOUNDATION(TEO)
- BRICK & BLOCK BASE w/ 3' LIMESTONE GAP
- STICK & BLOCK TO MATCH MARINO'S SIGN AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE.

NOTE: FINAL DIMENSIONS, GRAPHICS & SIZED TO BE DETERMINED BY OCCUPANT
THIS WILL REQUİRE A 10 SQ. FT. VARIANCE ABOVE NORMAL COST.